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We consider inclusion relations among a multitude of classical complexity classes and 
classes with probabilistic components. A key tool is a method for characterizing such classes 
in terms of the ordinary quantifiers 3 and V together with a quantifier 3+, which means 
roughly “for most,” applied to polynomial-time predicates. This approach yields a uniform 
treatment which leads to easier proofs for class-inclusion and hierarchy-collapse results. 
Furthermore, the method captures some recently introduced game classes and game 
hierarchies. This survey also includes a charting of class-inclusion and oracle-based separation 
results. @?I 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. MOTIVATION 
During the last fifteen years considerable effort has been spent in devising 
algorithms that provide “fast” solutions for various problems. In the late sixties and 
early seventies, the concept of “fast” was taken to mean polynomial time (by 
Edmonds, Cobham, Karp, Cook, Levin, and others; see [GJ 791). 
For many problems not known to have deterministic polynomial-time 
algorithms, there exist fairly simple nondeterministic algorithms. We may categorize 
these algorithms by requiring that, on a given input x, one or “many” (in some 
precise sense) of the possible computation paths yield a correct solution, and that 
none or “few” paths yield an invalid solution. The one/none requirement leads to 
the class NP, while the other requirements correspond to familiar probabilistic 
complexity classes, e.g., ZPP, R, BPP, and PP (see for example: [G 77, SS 77, 
Rab 80, Z 82, BMS 841). 
The theory of polynomial-time complexity classes studies the inclusion structure 
among classes of problems solvable by deterministic, nondeterministic, and 
probabilistic algorithms. One also studies algorithms equipped with an oracle, in 
the following sense: the algorithm may (repeatedly) stop to query the oracle about 
membership of a specific string in the set represented by the oracle, get an answer 
from the oracle in one step, and continue its computation. A polynomial algorithm 
for membership to the oracle set may itself require an oracle. 
Another way of studying the complexity of problems is to describe their solution 
by games between two players of equal or unequal computational power, such as 
the “Arthur-Merlin” games of [B 851. Such algorithms and games place upper 
bounds on the problems’ complexity. On the other hand, in the theory of 
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cryptography, much effort is spent to show that various protocols are secure 
against polynomial-time computational attacks, necessitating lower bound 
techniques. Then algorithms are devised to reduce problems presumed to be “hard” 
(e.g., factorization) to the specific cryptographic protocol in question. Games have 
lately been used to the same effect; cf. the interactive proof-systems of [GMR 85, 
GHY 85, GS 861. 
Our main interest here is to give a uniform picture of the various polynomial- 
time complexity classes that arise from the above techniques (namely algorithms, 
reductions, games, and interactive proof-systems). Drawing on some recently 
introduced notions of polynomial-bounded “probabilistic” quantifiers [HZ 841, we 
devise a notation for these classes which is not only compact, but also conducive to 
proving several general theorems on interchanging quantifiers. Use of our 
quantifier-swapping principles reduces many class-inclusion proofs, including 
several considered to be major results, to straightforward algebraic manipulations. 
Examples of theorems subsumed by our methods are (1) the containment of BPP in 
the second level of the polynomial hierarchy (due independently to M. Sipser, 
P. Gacs, and C. Lautemann; see [La 83, Si 831) and (2) the collapse of the 
Arthur-Merlin hierarchy to its second level [B 851. 
Section 2 sets the framework for our discussion. It presents the reader with the 
computational model that is used and at the same time formally introduces some 
notations that are used throughout the paper. Section 3 is a brief summary of 
results. Section 4 describes quantifier-swapping techniques and some important 
consequences. Section 5 discusses polynomial hierarchies that can be defined either 
by iterated use of oracles or by alternating quantifiers. Section 6 shows the 
connection of alternating quantifiers to the Arthur-Merlin games. Section 7 
presents two results that suggest that NP is not contained in BPP, and that co-NP 
problems cannot be embedded in an Arthur-Merlin game. It also gives an overview 
of known inclusions among many complexity classes as well as separations of these 
classes by oracles. Finally Section 8 points the way to new results along similar 
lines and discusses several open problems. 
2. THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL AND QUANTIFIER NOTATIONS 
Our fundamental machine model is a polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic 
Turing machine M. Without loss of generality we assume the tape alphabet is 
2 = { 0, 1 }. For simplicity we may view the set of possible computation paths of h4 
on input x of length 1x1 as the complete binary tree of height ~(1x1) for some 
polynomial p. Acceptance of a word xe,X* by M is defined in terms of the 
probabilities Pr[Acc,(x)] and Pr[Rej,(x)] that a path leads to acceptance or 
rejection of x. For example, a language L c ,X* is in NP iff for some such M and all 
xez*, 
x E L --t Pr[Acc,(x)] > 0 and x 4 L + Pr[Rej,(x)] = 1. (1) 
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This accords with the standard definition of NP via p-bounded NDTMs (cf. 
[GJ 791). The conditions given in [G 771 for L to belong to the probabilistic 
complexity classes R, BPP, and PP are, respectively following the form given in (1 ), 
that for some such M and all x E C*, 
x E L + Pr[Acc,(x)] > 4 and x 4 L + Pr[RejM(x)] = 1. (2) 
.x E L + Pr[Acc,(x)] > $ and x $ L --) Pr[RejM(x)] > i. (3) 
x E L + Pr[Acc,(x)] > 4 and x#L+Pr[Rej,+,(x)]>f. (4) 
From this it is clear that RENPEPP and RsBPPcPP while no inclusion 
between NP and BPP is known. Nor are any inclusions known to be proper, since 
PP E PSPACE and it is not known whether P # PSPACE. 
There is nothing special about the quantity 3 here; the class defined remains the 
same if $ is replaced by “4 + E” for any fixed E > 0 (with also E < 4). All that matters 
is that the threshold for acceptance be bounded away from 4, and not approach 1 
too quickly. In fact, one can replace the $ by 1 -2-4(1X1) in the definition of BPP 
and R, for any polynomial q. (For a full proof of this using the idea of simulating 
2q( 1x1) + 2 nondeterministic computations of the given M and taking a majority 
vote on acceptance, see [ZH 86 or HZ 841.) This phenomenon, known as 
robustness, has been studied in some detail in [Z 82, HZ 84). For PP the threshold 
is just $. 
The machine M may be provided with an oracle Tc ,E* which gives responses to 
queries concerning membership in T. Classes such as NPT, BPPT, etc. are defined in 
the obvious way. For any such machine model A and any class of languages B, we 
define 
An= U{AT: TEB}. 
We think of An as the class of languages accepted by a machine of type A with an 
oracle from B (although the behavior of a particular machine depends heavily on 
its oracle). 
Many papers in the literature (see e.g. [S 76, W 761) have shown that one can 
profit by considering definitions of complexity classes using quantifiers in place of 
machines. We use the familiar length-bounded quantifiers (3~. ( yl = k) and (Vy. 
I yJ = k), together with quantifiers (3+y. 1 yl = k) and (2’~. I yl = k) which are 
informally interpreted to mean, “For most strings y such that ( yl = k,...” and “For 
over half of the strings y such that ) yl = k, ,,..” Formally, 
DEFINITION 1. Let S( ., .) be any predicate, and let x E C*, k E N. Then 
(a) With reference to some fixed E, 0 < E < 4 (3 +y. I y I= k) S(x, y ) holds iff 
among the 2k-many strings y EC* of length k, at least ($+ E) 2k of them satisfy 
Sk Y ). 
(b) (R’y. I yI = k) S(x, y) holds iff at least (4) 2k + 1 of the strings y of length 
k satisfy S(x, y). 
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We call 3 + the overwhelming majority quantifier, and II’ the majority quantifier. 
The formal difference is that the threshold for g’ is (“just over”) 50% whereas for 
3 + it is bounded away from 50% by a fixed amount. [For technical reasons, not 
further discussed here, we want to distinguish between the random quantifier 2, 
meaning 50%, and R’, meaning over 50%.] 
Using these quantifiers, one can give alternative definitions of the above classes 
(see also [Z 821): For all languages L G C *, L is respectively in (1) NP, (2) R, (3) 
BPP, and (4) PP iff there exists some polynomial-time predicate P( ., .) and 
polynomial p( .) such that for all x E ,E’*, 
Convention. Throughout the rest of this paper, “P(., ., . ..)., stands for a 
polynomial-time computable predicate, and we use “x” generically to refer to its 
first argument. The requirement on P may be relativized to an oracle set T or class 
B; we then write P’, PB, etc. We suppose that all quantifiers are length-bounded by 
a suitable polynomial p( Ix]), and suppress this bound in our notation, writing 
simply Vy P(x, y), 3 + y P(x,y), etc. Understanding P( ., .) and p( .) as given, we can 
rewrite the above definitions. For example the second definition becomes (for all 
LrZ*): 
LER iff (Vx):xEL+3+yP(x,y) and x$L-+Vy~P(x,y). (2’) 
We abbreviate this by writing 
R=@+/V). 
Similarly we have 
NP = WV, 
BPP = (3+/g+), and 
PP= (X'pr'). 
The same idea can be extended for longer quantifier strings and predicates 
P( ., *9 .) having appropriately many arguments, with the first place still 
distinguished. Basic examples (see [S 76, W76]) are the classes in the polynomial 
hierarchy: 
Z’= (3V/v3), ,.Y( = (3V3/V3V), and so on. 
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DEFINITION 2. For all quantifier strings Qi, Q2 of equal length n over the 
alphabet consisting of { 3, V, 3 +, A’}, (Q1/Q2) stands for the class of languages 
satisfying: for all x E C*, 
XEL-+QIY %Y) and x~L-+Q,Y~P(x>Y) (5) 
for some n + 1-ary predicate P (observing the above conventions) where y is a 
sequence of variables which has length n. 
Not all pairs QI, Qz make sense in formula (5); for example, (j/3) contains all 
subsets of C*. Let Q,, Qz be a pair of strings of quantifiers of the same length n. 
We call such a pair sensible if for any n + 1-ary predicate S and all x E C*, 
Qz ~1 S(x, Y)+ 1 Ql YS(X, ~1. (6) 
We remark that (II’/%) is sensible and yields the class PP. However, if we define 
the random quantifier SI to mean “for fifty percent of the y’s,” as opposed to “for 
just over fifty percent of the y’s” then (R/II) is not a sensible pair. (This is because 
the number of strings of length 2k is even for k B 0; the problem does not arise 
when one quantifies over the odd number of strings of length ~2~ rather than only 
those of length = 2k.) 
We also relativize (Q1/Q2) to oracle classes B, writing (Q1/Qz)B, by allowing 
predicates PB which are polynomial-time computable with an oracle set in B into 
Definition 2. One of the points of our formalism is that relativizing the predicate 
leads to precisely the accepted definitions of the relativized classes; namely 
RB = (3 ‘/V)B for all B, etc. Thus the behavior of the classes under relativizations 
helps one see which inclusions can be determined from the quantifier definitions, 
and which cannot. Our aim is to show a strong correlation: most inclusions known 
not only relativize but also follow from a few elementary “quantifier-swapping 
principles.” 
We leave the reader to check that co-(Q1/Q2) always equals (Q2/Ql), and that, 
for example, (Q1/Q2) E (Q13/Q2V) (see (7) below). It is not difficult to check that 
the precise choice of the parameter E in the definition of 3 + does not change any of 
the classes defined using 3 +, either above or to come in this paper. By employing 
robustness techniques (namely repetitions of the same algorithm several times), 
one can also obtain the characterizations [Z 821: (II’/V) = (3+/V) = R and 
(X/3 ‘) = (3 +/El ’ ) = BPP, etc. For future reference we note the definitions 
ZPP = R nco-R [G 771 and A =NP nco-NP, and remark here that we do not 
know of characterizations for these classes in (Q,/Q2) form. 
Quantifier characterizations are closely connected with the possibility of 
restricting the number of oracle queries a machine makes along any computation 
path. We write A BCkl when at most k queries are allowed and ABCk7- if in addition 
along all accepting paths only negative answers are given by the oracle. For 
example, the simplest proof that NP NP= (S/El) proceeds by showing that 
NPNP = NPNPC1’-. Here are some other useful (unique query) equalities: 
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NpR=~pR[ll-; RR=RRC~I--; ~NpCll- = ~ppNP[‘l-; NpBPP=NpBPP[11 (cf. 
[HZ 841). 
Another principle that can be used to show inclusion among complexity classes is 
that of associutiuity of relativization. As an example consider the assertion 
NP(ZpPR) = (NPZPP)R. The left side is well defined, but the right side is not as yet. 
We define it (precisely in [HZ 841) in terms of an “NPzPP-machine,” which, in the 
course of any computation of the base NP-machine, replaces each query to the 
ZPP-oracle by execution of all computations of the corresponding ZPP-machine. 
The R-oracle may be used during either part of the computation. The proof of 
equality in this and analogous cases is a straightforward simulation. 
3. RESULTS AND RELATIONS AMONG COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
Here are a few facts that are not as immediate as the ones in the previous section: 
NPNP = (3V/V3) (see [W 76, S 761); 
NPR G (3V/V3+) (see [HZ 841); in fact NPBPP c @V/VI+) (see [ZF 853); 
BPP= (3+V/V3+)= (V3+/3+V) (see [ZH 861); 
(3V/V3+) E (V3/3+V) (see [ZH 831); 
(3+V/V3) c RNP (see [HZ 841); 
MA = (3V/V3+) (see [ZF 853); 
AM = (V3/3+V) (see [ZF 851); 
where MA and AM are Babai’s Arthur-Melin game classes (see [B 851). 
We will consider two possible ways of building hierarchies over complexity 
classes: oracle hierarchies and alternating hierarchies. For example, 
NP c NPNP E NPNpNP E . . c PSPACE 
and 
(3/V)c(3V/V3)e(3V3/V3V)e ... cPSPACE. 
It turns out that these two polynomial hierarchies (PH) coincide ([S 76, W 761). 
However, although R = (3 ‘/V) and RR c (3 +V/V3 + ), it is not known whether the 
corresponding oracle and alternating random hierarchies, namely 
RH: RcRB&RRR& .., cBPP 
and 
ARH: (3+/V)c(3+V/V3+)~(3+V3+/V3+V)s ... cBPP 
coincide. Surprisingly, the latter hierarchy collapses to (3 +V/V3 + ) n (V3 +/3 ‘V) as 
this class is equal to BPP. Other collapsing hierarchies: by symmetry (i.e., closure 
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e NP - NPNP - PSPACE 
FIGURE 1 
under complementation) A*= A; because of symmetry and robustness 
ZPPzpp = ZPP and BPPBPP = BPP. Furthermore, the game hierarchy (GH) 
co-R = (V/3 +) G (U/3 +V) G (WV/3 +V3 +) G ... 
also collapses at the second level (V3/3 ‘V) [ZF 853, and (V3/3 ‘V) c co-RNP. Also 
L$ Bpp = (3V3+V/HW +) = (3V/V3) = C$ [ZH 861. 
Virtually all techniques used to prove inclusions of the form A c B, where A, B 
are complexity classes, relativize; i.e. they prove that for all oracles T, ATsBT. 
DEFINITION 3. We write A + B to mean VT. AT E BT and we write A % B for 
its negation, IT- 1 (AT g BT). The assertion A % B is, of course, weaker than 
A & B, but implies that no proof of A E B using only relativizable techniques is 
possible. Finally we write A *B to mean A + B but B k A. 
We view the relation * as a weak form of proper inclusion. Figure 1 exhibits all 
relationships among the indicated classes. Note that none of the inclusions among 
the unrelativized classes are known to be proper. 
Figure 1 is almost complete; i.e., if restricted only to relativizable techniques, all 
questions about inclusions and simple separations among any of the above 
relativized complexity classes have now been settled, with the exception of whether 
NPNP P PP. (Arrows following from transitivity properties have been omitted.) 
4. SWAPPING QUANTIFIERS 
Some of the principal tools for proving class inclusions are quantifier - 
interchange principles. In this section (and throughout the paper) all quantifiers are 
polynomially bounded (i.e., they range over a domain whose cardinality is at most 
exponential in the size of a parameter x). P and P’ stand for polynomial time 
predicates. Q is one of the following quantifiers: 3, V, 3 +, II’. The symbol Q stands 
for a possibly empty sequence of such quantifiers. Some elementary facts are: 
QWx, z) -, Q z Q Y P(x, z), where y does not occur in P(x, z); (7) 
Qz Pb, z) + Q Y Q z P(x, z), where y does not occur in P(x, z); (8) 
QY vzf’(x, Y, z) --f vz Q Y P(x, Y, z); 
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3~ Qz 0x2 Y, z) -+ QZ 3~0~ Y, z); (9) 
VY w, Y) + 3 +y P(x, Y) -+ 2’ y P(x, Y) + 3Y fk Y). (10) 
The above lemmas can be extended to the more general case where the quantifier 
in question is preceded and/or followed by any sequences Q,, Qz of quantifiers. (z, 
and z2 denote the strings of variables over which Qi and Qz quantify.) Thus, for 
example, 
is a generalization of the first implication of (10). 
In the following lemmas, by the conventions of Section 2, we take p to be a 
polynomial length-bound on the quantifiers V, 3 + in terms of 1x1, and P to be a 
polynomial-time computable predicate. When specific choices of P and p are 
implicit or immaterial, we resort to abbreviations such as QV -+ VQ, V -+ 3 +, and 
3+V + 3V (for parts of (9), (lo), and a generalization of (lo), respectively). With 
respect to another polynomial q to be fixed later, we define C to be a variable 
ranging over sets of cardinality q( [xl), where each set consists of strings of length 
~(1x1). Encoding C by a string C of length equal to ~(1x1) q(lxl) in the natural 
manner, we note 
LEMMA 4. The predicate P’(x, y, C) * (32 E C) P(x, y, z) is polynomial time 
computable. 
Proof: By direct simulation running through all the strings in C, of which there 
are polynomially many in 1x1. Q.E.D. 
The above encoding is l-l if we consider C to be ordered. Since the ordering of 
C given by C does not matter, 3 +C P’(x, y, C) holds iff “most of” (say 2 of) the 
different sets C satisfy (32 E C) P(x, y, z). 
An intuitive way to view (the above and the following) quantifier-interchange 
results is in terms of O-l matrices. In what follows x is fixed, the rows are labeled 
with values of y, columns with values of z, and the entries are 0 or 1 according to 
whether P(x, y, z) fails or holds. For example, the left side of the implication (11) 
below says that every row in the matrix contains mainly 1’s. The right side says that 
for most sets C of columns, every row has a 1 in at least one of the columns in C. 
LEMMA 5 (swapping lemma). With reference to our conventions regarding P and 
the range of quantification over y, z, and C: for all x E .?Y, 
vy 3 + z P(x,y, z) + 3 +c Vy(32 E C) P(x, y, z). (11) 
ProoJ: We write Pr,[P(x, y, z)] as shorthand for the ratio of card{zl P(x, y, z) 
and IzJ =p(lxl)} to 2p(iXl), and similarly for the finite ranges of the other quantified 
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variables. The probability notation is justified by thinking of all choices of z as 
equally likely, and simplifies the proof. 
Let x satisfy Vy3 + zP(x, y, z). From this we have Pr,[P(x, y, z)] > $ for all y. 
Hence for any polynomial q( .) and all y, 
Pr[none out of q( (xl ) random choices of z satisfies P(x, y, z)] < (t)4(‘“1? 
(This is so even when the strings z are all constrained to be different.) Now choose 
q by setting q(n) :=p(n) + 2, for all n. Then 
Pr,,[(3y(VzEC)iP(x,y,z)] <CPrc((Vz~C)iP(x,y, z))<C (~)4(lxl) 
Y Y 
= 2P(lxly~)P(l~l)+~ = f 
Hence at least a of the sets C satisfy V#.z E C) P(x, y, z). Q.E.D. 
Thus we may “swap” the quantifiers V and 3 + when they occur in that order. 
Hence we call it the swapping lemma. Using the robustness of the quantifier 3+ on 
polynomial-time computable predicates, we can also show: For P, y, z, and C as 
above, and all x E C*, 
vz3 +y P(x, y, z) + vc 3 +y(vz E C) P(x, y, z). (12) 
Here the right-hand side says that for all sets C of columns most rows have l’s in 
all columns belonging to C. The proof of (12) can be found in [HZ 841. Using 
these and other similar combinatorial lemmas the following theorem was proved 
[ZH 863. 
THEOREM 6 (the BPP-theorem). BPP = (3+/l+) = (3+V/V3+) = (El +/3+V). 
(13) 
The last equality holds because BPP is closed under complementation. An 
immediate consequence of Theorem 6 is the following corollary (cf. [Si 83, La 831): 
COROLLARY. BPP E .Z$ n IIs. 
Proof: This easily follows from Theorem 6 and El+V + 3V and V3 + --f V3 which 
are generalizations of (10). 
Using the swapping lemma (11) the following inclusion can be proved (cf. 
[ZH 83, HZ 841). 
THEOREM 7. (N/W+) G (V3/3+V). (14) 
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Proof Let L E (3V/Q3 + ). Then for any x: 
x~L+Qy3+z~P(x,y,z) 
-+ 3+C Qy(3z E C)l P(x, y, z) (by the swapping lemma) 
~3cv~(3z~c)lP(x,y,z) 
-+ VJdZl P(x, y, z) 
+x#L. 
Thus all implications are equivalences and the second and third lines imply: 
Le(Q3/3+V). Q.E.D. 
We will see in Section 6 that the two classes in Theorem 7 correspond exactly to 
Babai’s Arthur-Merlin game classes MA and AM. 
Remark. The swapping properties (7) through (lo), the swapping lemma (1 1 ), 
the BPP-Theorem (13) and Theorem 7 (14) can be extended to any quantified or 
unquantified formula. It is not difficult to show that polynomial size disjunctions 
and conjunctions can be interchanged with polynomially bounded quantifiers; in 
this process of course the predicate P undergoes some polynomial modification, 
e.g., 
~Y~(x,Y, zI) or ~YP(x, Y, z2) 4 3 (vly y2) Cpk Y,, 4 or p(x, Y,, z2)1 
--+ 3Y p’(x, Y, z), 
where y and z respectively encode the pairs yi, y, and z,, z2, and P’ denotes the 
given disjunction. Thus the BPP-theorem generalizes to: for all quantifier strings (of 
3,3+, Q) Q,, Q2, Q3, and Q4: 
(QI~+Q,/Q,~+Q,)= (QI~+QQJQ,Q~+Q,)= (QI Qj+QJQ, 3+QQd. (15) 
Theorem 7 likewise generalizes to: 
(Qi 3QQz/Q, Q3 +Qd s (Q1 QjQz/Q, 3 +QQd (16) 
Complete proofs of these facts require substantial combinatorial manipulation in 
the style of [HZ 841. (We have excluded R’ from the Q string above, because %I’ 
does not have the robustness properties needed for these generalizations.) 
We list some further swapping properties that can be established by similar 
techniques: 
Vy 3 +zP(x, y, z) + 3 +C Qy (3 +z E C) P(x. y, z) (17) 
A’ y P(x, y) + 3 ‘C(3y E C) P(x, y). (18) 
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An application of (18) and the above remark is 
Il’yVz3 +u P(x, y, z, 24) -+3+cvz3+u(3yEc)P(x,y,z,u). (19) 
Another application of (11) and (18) yields a stronger version of (11): 
VyX'z P(x,y,z)-+ 3+c vy P'(x,y,C) (20) 
for a suitable polynomial-time computable predicate P'. 
Using such quantifier swapping principles reduces many class inclusion proofs to 
straightforward algebraic manipulations. For example, (3 +V/W + ) c (3V/V3), which 
by (13) tells us that BPP c z$, as noted before. 
5. ALTERNATION AND ORACLE HIERARCHIES 
As we have mentioned in Section 3, the polynomial hierarchy (PH) can be 
defined in two different ways: By oracles: 
Np~NpNP~NpNpNP~ . . . . 
or by alternating quantifiers: 
(3/v) E (3V/v3) E (3V3/v3V) G . . . . 
On the other hand, the oracle random hierarchy (RH): R E RR c_ RRR c . . . is 
entirely contained in (3 +V/W + ), i.e., the second level of ARH, the “alternating 
random hierarchy,” which collapses at that level [HZ 841. 
In the previous section, quantifier swapping was used to show these 
generalizations of Theorems 6 and 7: 
where Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 may be any strings of quantifiers 3, V, and 3 +. From 
these we conclude (see [HZ 84, ZF 851 for full details) that 
(21) 
The “etc.” stands for higher level definitions which resemble those of the polynomial 
hierarchy given above, except that every “3” quantifier in the “x 4 L” half of the 
definition is replaced by an “3 +“. For example, the next class is given by 
(3V3V/V3+V3+). Equation (21) states that the hierarchy so defined collapses to its 
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second level. We show in the next section that this hierarchy coincides with the 
Arthur-Merlin game classes of [B 851, namely: 
M = W’) A=(3+/3+)=(3+V/B+) 
MA=(%‘+/W+)=(W/V3+) AM=(3+3/3+V)=(V3/3+V) (22) 
MAM = (W/V3 + V) AMA = (V3V/3 + V3 + ), etc. 
The analogous result of Babai is MA c AM = MAM = AMA, etc. We again see 
how some complicated combinatorial arguments [B 851 can be reduced to 
algebraic manipulations on complexity classes defined by quantifiers. 
6. ARTHUR-MERLIN GAMES 
“King Arthur recognizes the supernatural intellectual abilities of Merlin but 
doesn’t trust him. How should Merlin convince the intelligent but impatient King 
that a string x belongs to a given language L?” [B 851. 
Babai considers games whose rules depend in a polynomial-time computable way 
on an input string x. Arthur is an indifferent player who tosses a sequence of coins 
and Merlin is a powerful player capable of optimizing his winning chances at every 
move. The two players alternate moves, the history of the game is always known to 
both, and after t( 1x1) moves a deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine reads 
the history and decides who wins. We assume that for every input x either 
Pr(M wins) > i or Pr(M wins) -C 4. We write AM(k) [MA(k)] to denote a k-move 
game where Arthur [Merlin] moves first. Thus AM(5) = AMAMA denotes an 
Arthur-Merlin game of 5 moves, Arthur moving first. More formally, AM(k) 
denotes a complexity class as follows: 
L E AM(k) iff there exists a k-move Arthur-Merlin game such that for every x: 
x E L -+ Pr( Merlin wins) > a 
and 
x $ L + Pr( Merlin wins) < $ . 
Similarly, Goldwasser, Micali, and Rackoff [GMR 851 define a hierarchy of 
interactive proofs, where 
L E IP(k) iff there exists a k-communication protocol such that for every x: 
x E L + the prover can convince the verifier with overwhelming probability that 
xEL,and 
x # L + the prover cannot convince the verifier that x E L. 
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In these protocols the prover does not know what the outcomes of the coin-tosses 
of the verifier are. It turns out that these two seemingly different models for describ- 
ing complexity classes coincide (for bounded moves, respectively communications) 
[see GS 861. 
As noted in [B 851, M = NP and A = BPP. Furthermore, AM(k) u MA(k) c 
AM(k + 1) n MA(k + 1). Interpreting Arthur-Merlin games in terms of quantifiers 
yields: 
LEMMA 8. (i) MA = (33+/V3+) and AM = (3+3/3+V). 
(ii) Similarly for AM(k) and MA(k): if k is euen and AM(k) = (Q,/Q2) then 
AM(k+l)=(Q,il+/Q,3+) and AM(R+2)=(Q,3+3/Q,!l+V). Thusfor example, 
AMA=(3+33+/3+V3+). 
Sketch of the ProoJ (i) is relatively easy. The first equality, for example, trans- 
lates the condition ‘for most sequences of two moves (j&t Merlin then Arthur) 
Merlin wins” to the condition “Merlin has a move such that for most moves of 
Arthur, Merlin wins.” 
(ii) Less obvious is the fact that these descriptions generalize to AM(k) and 
MA(k). To convince oneself about this fact we need the following two ideas: 
(1) A modest bias can be turned into an overwhelming one by playing the 
same game several times in parallel. This is an obvious robustness 
technique that can be used with any complexity classes which involve 
the 3 + quantifier (see [Z 82, ZH 84, HZ 841); and 
(2) 3 + (y, z) P(x, y, z) -+ 3+y3+zP(x, y, z). This extends for quantifier 
sequences of any fixed length. 
An AMA game has the following property: either Merlin wins for most sequences 
of moves ( y, t, z), or Merlin loses for most such sequences. Using ideas (1) and (2) 
once can construct another Arthur-Merlin game defining the same language L, 
which satisfies this property: for most moves y of Arthur there is a move t of 
Merlin, so that for most next moves z of Arthur, Merlin wins; or for most moves y 
of Arthur, and for all moves t of Merlin and for most next moves z of Arthur, 
Merlin loses; i.e., AMA = (3+33+/3+V3+) and so forth for other game classes. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus now we can consider games that have the additional property that if Merlin 
wins then he has an optimal move for most moves of Arthur in every stage. The 
following theorem further simplifies the description: 
THEOREM 9. (i) MA = (3V/V3+) 
(ii) AM = (El/3 ‘V) 
(iii) Similarly, for every AM(k) class: if k is even and AM(R) = (Q1/Qz) then 
AM(k + 1) = (QlV/Q23+) and AM(k + 2) = (QlV3/Q, 3+V). 
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Proof: (i) MA = (33 +/V3 + ) = (33 +V/VV3 ‘) (by the generalized BPP-theorem 
(15)) G (33V/VV3+) = (3V/V3+) (by quantifier contraction), but also: (3V/V3+) E 
(33 +/If3 + ) = MA. 
Analogously (ii) and (iii): 
(ii) AM = (3 +3/3’V) = (V3+3/3+VV) c (V33/3+VV) = (V3/3+V), but also: 
(V3/3V) c (3 + 73 ‘V) = AM. 
(iii) AMA = (V33+/3+V3+) by (ii) and Lemma 8(ii), 
=(V33+v/3+VV3+), by (15), 
= (V3V/3 + v3 + ), by (10) and contraction of quantifiers, 
and so on for AM(k). Q.E.D. 
Once we have the quantifier characterization, Babai’s results become 
straightforward corollaries that we can obtain by algebraic manipulation. 
COROLLARY (see also [B 851). (i) MA c AM and (ii) the game hierarchy collap- 
ses; i.e., AM = AM(k) = MA(k + 1) for all k > 2. 
Proof (i) Follows from Theorems 7 and 9. (ii) Follows from Theorem 9 and the 
methods of [HZ 841 (see Remark of Section 4). Thus, for example, MAM E AM, 
because, 
(33+3/v3+V)c(33+V3/vv3+V) (by the BPP-theorem) 
G (3v3/v3+v) (by quantifier contraction) 
E (V33/3 + VV) (by Theorem 7) 
E (V3/3 ‘V) (by quantfier contraction). 
Q.E.D. 
Let AM(poly) = MA(poly) = U (AM(d): k > 0) [B 85-J. Note that robustness for 
3 + and the swapping properties of Section 4 have only been shown in case of a 
bounded number of quantifier alternations. It is not known whether 
AM(poly) = AM. We have NP u BPP E MA c AM G AM(poly) E PSPACE. 
On the other hand, showing that any of the above inclusions is a proper one 
would solve the long-standing open problem NP = ?PSPACE. 
7. INCLUSION STRUCTURE OF POLYNOMIAL TIME COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
In Fig. 1, we can see that no inclusion is known between NP and BPP. As a 
matter of fact, it is highly unlikely that NP c BPP, because 
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THEOREM 10. Zf NP c BPP then (a) NP = R, (b) both PH and RH collapse at 
the second level, and (c) PH = BPP. 
Proof (see also [Ko 82, Z 831). We first show that SATEBPP implies SATER 
by using the self-reducibility property of SAT: By substituting the variables of the 
given CNF formula one by one with true and/or false, and by consulting the given 
BPP algorithm, we can construct a (potential) satisfying assignment if there is one, 
and check it deterministically. This procedure is a BPP algorithm (because 
PBPP = BPP [Z 831) and since the satisfying assignment can be checked deter- 
ministically the algorithm will never say YES and be wrong, hence it is actually an 
R algorithm. Thus given (3/V) E (3 +/3 + ), (3/V) & (3 +/V) holds, and furthermore, 
for any quantifier sequences Q I, Q2 : 
(*I 
holds. Using this it can be shown that the PH and RH hierarchies collapse at the 
second level. In the case of PH, for example, we have 
where the first and third inclusions are by (*) and the second inclusion is by 
Theorem 7. This in turn implies: PH = BPPBPP = BPP, showing (c). Q.E.D. 
Similarly, it is highly unlikely that co-NP G AM, because: 
THEOREM 11. If co-NP C_ AM then (a) PH collapses at the second level and (b) 
PH = AM. 
Proof (see also [BHZ 86, SC 861). Assumption: (V/3) C_ (V3/3+V). Then 
q = (W/t/3) c_ (3V3rJ3 ‘V) E (w/fi+vv) = (v3/3+v) 
= AM c_ (‘U/W) = l7;. 
Q.E.D. 
In Section 1, we introduced the notation --t for “relativized inclusion,” P for 
“simple oracle separation,” and =r for “weak proper inclusion.” Using this notation, 
we survey some results in the literature: 
q BPP = ZP 
2 [ZH 83, HZ 841 (23) 
BPP =S BPP’ =z- ZPPNP [HZ 841 (24) 
P*ZPP [Hu 781 (25) 
ZPP=+-R 
A=+NP 
NP P BPP 
[Rat 821 (26) 
[BGS 75-J (27) 
[Rat 821 (28) 
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P==aZPP- R ====aZPPR--4 BPP 
v 1 1 1 
A - NP - NPR ====a NPBPP 
il Jl 
PNP - ZPPNP 
I 
ANP ====a NPNP ====a PH ====a PSPACE 
FIGURE 2 
A Np*z{ [BS 791 (29) 
PP P NPNP [An SO] (30) 
PP e. PSPACE [BG 811 (31) 
ZPPR % PNP [from He 851 (32) 
R%A [from He 851 (33) 
co-NP % AM [HZ 84, ZF 851 (34) 
NP P BPP*, NP % A*“, PNP % NPBPP [HZ 841 (35) 
NPBPP + MA + AM a co-RNP a BPPNP a ZPP@ (36) 
SfxJ sl 
ZPPNP * ‘?q m [ZH 83, HZ 84, ZF 851 
A 76 BPP [HZ 841 (37) 
ZPP =r A, NPBPP * ZPPNP [HZ 84, ZF 851 (38) 
.q*q* ... =s PH a PSPACE [Ya 851. (39) 
Putting all of this together, we have Fig. 2, the expanded diagram of the weak 
proper inclusions listed in Fig. 1. 
8. DISCUSSION 
Sometimes notation is helpful. There is a plethora of related combinatorial 
arguments in the literature that could be viewed as proofs of the robustness of the 
3+ notation. Furthermore games, even those against probabilistic adversaries, are 
best explained by alternating quantifier sequences. We conjecture that the results 
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of [VV SS] about slightly random classes can also be explained by quantifier 
swapping properties. 
There are of course many open problems. Papadimitriou [P 831 has shown that 
games of unbounded (but, of course, polynomial in the size of the input) length 
against nature are equivalent to unbounded games against a shrewd adversary; that 
is, 
(3EI311. . . /V’RVSI . . .) = (3V3V . . . /VW3 . . a) = PSPACE. 
(Recall that Ry means for 50% of the JJ’S.) 
This suggests the following problems: 
(1) What happens if we consider bounded games against nature, e.g., classify 
(35wqv~VRV)? 
(2) What happens if we allow polynomial alternation to (3 +V/V3 + ), that is, 
determine the nature of the class (3 +V3 +V3 + . . - /V’3 +V3 +V +. .)? 
(3) What happens if we allow polynomially many moves in Babai games 
[B 851, and/or, determine the nature of the class (3VW . . . /V3 +V3 +V . - -)? 
(4) A combinatorial question: is it true that (V3/3+V) G (3V/El)? This would 
imply that AM E ANP. 
(5) Do any of the following inclusions hold (for some of these, separating 
oracles have already been constructed) 
co-MA c AM? 
AM G ZPPNP? 
BPP G PNP? 
or even AM E DJ’? (See [PY 821 for definition of DP.) 
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